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WEARING
ARCHITECTURE
Wearing Architecture is my search of the real potential in combining architecture 
with clothing design. In a world where our mobility is constantly increasing, this spa-
tial investigation looks for ways to carry your personal space with you, on you. The 
project consists of making and analyzing 16 full-scale prototypes, to test spatiality 
applied on clothes. The main themes of research have been wearable structures for 
space and collective clothing.

Where is the border between architecture and clothing design?
How can one work along that border?

What possibilities and problems lie in that field?

Background
The project started as a personal challenge. Two fields of great interest, 
architecture and clothing design, both serving as cover for the human body 
on different scales and with different properties features. What potential lies 
in the combining of the two? Is there a relevant connection? Researching I 
could quickly make a conclusion. “Architectural fashion” is a description often 
used in a very shallow way. It can handle complicated constructions of Ann 
Demeulemeester garments, 3D-printed design of Iris van Herpen, or simply 
dresses with sharp angles. Inspiring work, but is it architecture? What could 
architectural clothes really be? 

Method 
My method of research has been mainly practical. Continuously making sim-
ple prototypes in full-scale, I’ve been able to quickly test different approach-
es to the subject of investigation. The field was new to me in many ways, 
so I started off very intuitively. The prototypes were based on architectural 
concepts applied on pieces of clothing. “Clothing” I defined as wearable piec-
es, attached to or hanging from the body. For “architecture” I initially used a 
wide range of definitions, but when looking back after half project, I decided 
to focus on spatiality. The theory of space defined by textile derives from 
texts of Gottfried Semper, where he states hanging carpets and textile is a 
method used long before the first real walls1. The use of fabric has practical 
and economic reasons, and the choice of white is to have homogeneity in the 
collection of prototypes.

1 Semper, Gottfried (1989). The four elements of architecture and other writings, Cambridge: Cambridge 

The theme of Structures for space
In a rather early project about “interior” I found an essential problem laying  
in combining architecture with clothing: where  the stability of an architectur-
al structure meets the flexibility of a garment. Clothes depend completely on 
the body, whereas an architectural structure defines an independent space. 
Could a piece include both sides? Initially I tested three ways of creating 
this mobile space. Firstly, with structures standing on the ground. Secondly 
with hanging structures, and then with structures mainly made up of several 
pieces. 

The theme of Collective dressing
Buildings are often made for many people, while clothes only for one person. 
If  garments where made to wear in groups, how would the clothes change? 
This was the start of the concept of collective dressing. Also in very simple 
pieces of clothing, the feeling of wearing it together with others changed it 
completely. One’s indivi-
duality looses power, and the sensation of body warmth is very intimate. 
There are psychological effects of being connected through clothing, but also 
spatial consequences, as in the assembled structures. 

Full-scale testing
Along with making and analyzing sketches and prototypes I have been read-
ing and writing to understand previous projects in the field of investigation. 
It is a good method that I had worked with before and that fits me well. For 
this project it was particularly well suited.  Material and scale have given both 
economic and practical possibility for testing in full scale, and in this way di-
rectly experiment with concepts. Also when starting sketching in computer or 
on paper, after a couple of days I’ve been able to test an idea practically.

Pattern construction
In the last four projects, my method developed considerably. After having 
used pattern construction in a rather sketchy way, I started to elaborate the 
patterns more actively. With digital 3D models I could create the shape, and 
then split it into 2D pieces. The craft of pattern making is a way of think-
ing I could use in all moments where two-dimensional material is to form a 
three-dimensional shape.

Human scale
In the process of designing clothes all projects starts with the human body 
and its shape. The scale of the body works as a starting-point. This process 
could be useful to keep in mind also when designing buildings, and not only 
add scale figures into the drawing in a late state of the project.
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STANDING STRUCTURES

Wearable spatiality is found through structures standing on the ground. Either the garment transforms, thus goes 
from clothing to architecture, or the structure is constantly a part of the piece. 

SPATIALITY THROUGH



No.4  TENT DRESS

Concept
An internal space that can stand independently of the body. The piece is alive also when you’re not in it.

Analysis
When the body doesn’t have to hold the garment up, it’s possible to move (slightly) inside the shirt/dress. Difficult to make firm 
since it should also be flexible enough to wear. 

Potential
With the perfect lightweight material the sticks could work better. Could each stick be divided in two, for more flexibility?

Finished February 10th 2015 
Material: Cotton fabric, polyester thread, pine tree



No.7 SPHERE DRESS

Concept
An internal space whose structure doesn’t change. Garment inspiration is French dresses from the 18th century, but 
with a firm structure instead of hanging from the hips. It should stand by itself when one doesn’t wear the dress.

Analysis
The structure is hard to get stable, probably another kind of steel wire could be used. In this case the structure was 
made first and the fabric wrapped around. The space inside is small. 

Potential
Steel wire could be sewn into the project, instead of wrapped in fabric. A digital model could be used to calculate the 
pattern of it. 

Finished February 24th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread, steel wire, scotch tape

Fabric from Kinnasand and Création Baumann



HANGING STRUCTURES

Hanging structures are garments that create spatiality essentially through a tensile structure. The techniques better 
uses the tensile strength of fabric, and is easier to make the garment soft and moving with the body. 

SPATIALITY THROUGH



No.9 HANG-UP DRESS

Concept
An internal space is created by hanging the fabric of the skirt. A hanging structure opens for a more flexible construc-
tion, since it uses an external structure.

Analysis
Beautiful room inside: cosy and intimate. The project is too specific: needs an exact surrounding to be able to erect. 
Should be made without the heavy steel wire. 

Potential
Could be made more flexible. What is needed to hang it onto?  

Finished March 5th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread, steel wire

Fabric from Svensson Textiles



Concept
An intimate space created by hanging walls. The material is light and slightly see-through. The four pieces are flexible 
and could be hung onto different objects nearby. 

Analysis
Even though the fabric is vaguely transparent, it creates a boundary to the outside. It works with a rather large range 
of things around.

Potential
The sticks can be made lighter. 

Finished May 23th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread, wood sticks, steel wire, buttons

Fabric for the bodice from Kinnasand

No.12 HANGING LIGHTLY

Pattern scale 1:20

Back left Back right Front

4x train

Transversal train



COLLECTIVE DRESSING

Wearing clothes together adds dimensions to the garments. Inside you share body heat, and every moving decision 
must be taken together. The sum of several bodies results in a larger possible volume. 



No.6 TANDEM PONCHO

Concept
Buildings are often thought for several people, garment only for one person. What happens if clothes are worn by 
more than one?

Analysis
Also a simple garment like the poncho, which connects you only around the shoulders, makes a great impact on the 
wearers! You feel the body heat of the other individuals, and you loose your independence. One can’t move if the oth-
ers don’t. Thus the garment creates new social rules. 

Potential
What spatiality could be found if the garment connects also around the legs?

Finished February 18th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread

Fabric from Kinnasand 



ASSEMBLED STRUCTURES

In assembled structures the architectural space is made up by putting together more than one piece. Parts are put 
together and create stiffness. By dividing the structure, each piece alone is not necessarily firm, allowing for a more 
flexible garment.

SPATIALITY THROUGH



No.10 COMBINED CLOAKS

Concept
The garment is based on the cloak. Being simple and flexible, other parts could be added to it. The structure gets its 
stability by combining more pieces. 

Analysis
The fragmentation of the structure makes it possible to be rigid without the parts alone being too stiff. The project is 
very specific: works in only a specific number of participants. The cloak is wearable, but it’s very one-dimensional as a 
garment.

Potential
Could the structure be divided as pieces of the same costume, by looking for where on the body the stiff parts could 
be?

Finished March 10th 2015
Material: Polyester fabric, tent poles, wood sticks, polyester thread

Fabric from Kinnasand



No.13 ONE-PIECES

Concept
One-pieces with large potential volumes, possible to connect with each other through buttons. The sleeves and legs of 
the one-piece somewhat closes the space when arms and legs are not inside. 

Analysis
Connected to each other the one-pieces create a strong feeling of being together. The interior is big; you can move 
around and this compensates for the weak structure. 

Potential 
Variations could be added in infinity. There could also be light structures, as in no. 13.4. Openings could be made in 
more directions and create a non linear system.

Finished April 16th - May 9th 2015 



Concept
The base is an ordinary one-piece. The pattern is altered in 
autocad to contain a larger volume. A large opening is possible 
on the front, to be able to connect it to coming projects.

Analysis
The interior is very small. 

Potential
The size could be increased. This pattern gives a slender one-
piece, one could try also a sphere with legs and sleeves.

Finished April 16th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread, buttons

Fabric from Kinnasand

Concept
The one-piece is made up of a sphere, legs and sleeves. 
Large opening in the front, this time circular. The pattern is 
based on a 3D model and modified in auto-cad.

Analysis
Larger. You can move around a little bit inside, and this com-
pensates the lack of a structure. The pattern is very precise!

Potential
With an opening in the front and one in the back there could 
be eternal enlargements of the project. An other material?

Finished April 28th 2015 
Material: Polyester fabric, polyester thread, buttons

Fabric from Almedahls

No.13.1

No.13.2

Pattern scale 1:20

Sleeve right back
Sleeve right front

Facing

Sleeve left back
Sleeve left front

Left back
Left front

Right back
Right front

Pattern scale 1:20

2x sleeve2x leg



Concept
Remake of 13.2 in a stiffer fake-leather material. Openings 
in the front and in the back to make limitless enlargement 
possible.

Analysis
The material gives a good firmness to the volume. The body 
holds it up, but it opens up thanks to its stiffness.

Potential
An even stiffer material could have been tested.

Finished May 9th 2015 
Material: PVC covered fabric, polyester thread, buttons

Concept
The inspiration derives from a play tunnel for kids. A semi 
stiff tube is spiralled and dressed with fabric. The dimension is 
equal to the openings in the front and the back.

Analysis
The tube is too weak and the tunnel looses its shape. Its very 
wide on the body.

Potential
Could the tube material be bendable only in two dimensions? 

Finished May 6th 2015 
Material: Cotton fabric, polyester thread, plastic tube, buttons

No.13.3

No.13.4

Pattern scale 1:20

2x sleeve

2x leg

Front left
Back right

Front right
Back left

Front
Back



VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFsywF4gqfc



EXHIBITION

DIPLOMA DAYS 2015: 1-5 JUNE


